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I. ABSTRACT

This project will compare the Roberts, Sobel, Robinson, Canny, and the Hough image det
algorithms based on their ability to detect red squares on a black and white background. An
database consisting of actual grey-scale images taken from a test platform containing red s
on a black and white background will be constructed for the evaluation. The success of
algorithm will be based on its accuracy in detecting the red squares within the images fro
database. The results of the algorithms will be then compared statistically to determine whic
is the best suited for this application.

II. INTRODUCTION

Background

The first step in analyzing images is the separating, or segmenting, of the objects with
image. Segmentation algorithms allow for distinctions to be made between two or
objects[3]. Segmentation is based upon two concepts: similarity and discontinuity. If an ima
converted to gray-scale, i.e., colors are separated into distinct shades of gray, a boundar
object can be noted by a sudden change in the gray level. This discontinuity in the image co
either an isolated point or a line or edge of an object. It is the purpose of a segmentation algo
to accurately locate these discontinuities. Segmentation algorithms can be divided into
separate types based on discontinuities that they locate: point detection, line detection, an
detection.[2]

Point detection is the simplest of the detection techniques but provides the least informatio
point will have a drastic change in gray value from its neighbors. Therefore, if a pixel’s v
differs from those of its neighbors by more than some threshold amount, it can be conside
point[2].

Line detection is a more complicated process. It involves finding pixels that are likely to be p
of lines and testing them to see if they are part of a common line. One such process, the H
Transform, is described in the Theory section below[2].

Edge detectionis the attempt to find discernible changes in contrast in two dimensions.
approach is most appropriate for this particular project, and thus most of the algorithms i
project fall into this category[2].

Most segmentation algorithms use a mask on the image’s pixels for the detection o
discontinuity. Each pixel and its neighboring pixels have its gray level value multiplied by a m
value. The sum of these values represent that point‘s mask response. An example could
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Here,mi is the mask value for a pixel, andpi is the gray level value for a pixel.R is the mask
response for the pixel which the mask is centered around (p5). By sweeping this mask across th
image row by row, a new array is created. It is the same size as the original image but conta
values of the mask response instead of the pixel value. These mask response values can
compared to a minimum threshold value to determine which pixels are more likely to be part
edge. This threshold can be adjusted to vary the selectivity for edge pixels, allowing a u
“tune” the algorithm for optimal performance for a given picture. [2]

Theory

Based on the uniformity of the grid design on the board, it was decided that several conven
segmentation algorithms would work well to find the borders of the red mine field. Many s
algorithms have been developed, mainly differing in the masks used to determine the cha
each pixel being an edge pixel.

TheRoberts Operator is one of the oldest and simplest edge detection algorithms to implem
It uses two 2 x 2 matrices to find the changes in the x and y directions[9]:

To determine whether the pixel being evaluated is an edge pixel or not, the magnitude
gradient is calculated as follows:

If the calculated magnitude is greater than a minimum threshold value (set based on the
and quality of the image being processed), the pixel said to be part of an edge. The direction
gradient of this edge, perpendicular to direction of the edge itself, is found with the follow
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The small size of the masks for the Roberts Operator make it very easy and quick to calcula
mask responses. However, these responses are also very sensitive to noise in the image.

TheSobel Operatoruses two masks to find vertical and horizontal gradients of edges. The m
for the Sobel are as follows[8]:

The formula for finding the magnitude of the response and the angle of the gradient are the
as for those in the Roberts Operator. Because the masks are 3x3 rather than 2x2, the Sobel
less sensitive to noise than the Roberts, and the results are more accurate. The drawbacks
the Sobel operator are that effects of an edge are spread out over a 3x3 pixel area, a
computation of |G| is fairly involved. Therefore, in practice, |G| is often approximated as
following:

The Robinson Operator is similar in operation to the Sobel operator but uses a set of e
masks, four of which follow:

The other four are simply negations of these four, and thus the computation is simplified
magnitude of the gradient is the maximum value gained from applying all eight masks to the
neighborhood, and the angle of the gradient can be approximated as the angle of the line of
in the mask yielding the maximum response. This algorithm increases the accuracy of |G|a
but requires more computation than both the Roberts and Sobel algorithms[6].

The Canny Edge Detectorhas its basis in a slightly more visual approach. If one consider
one-dimensional step edge change in contrast and then convolves that edge with a Ga
smoothing function, the result will be a continuous change from the initial to final value, with
slope reaching a maximum at the point of the original step. If this continuous slope is
differentiated with respect to x, this slope maximum will become the maximum of the
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function, again at the point of the original step. Because the derivative of the convolution o
Gaussian and the image is the same as the convolution of the derivative of the Gaussian a
image,

,

a mask can be created that represents the first derivative of the Gaussian. The maximums
convolution of the mask and the image will indicate edges in the image. This process c
accomplished through the use of a two-dimensional Gaussian function or the combinatio
one-dimensional Gaussian function in both the x- and the y-directions. The values o
differentiated Gaussian mask depend on the choice of sigma in the Gaussian eq

The computational intensity of the Canny Edge Detector is relatively high, and the result
usually post-processed for clarity. However, the algorithm is very effective in processing n
data or images with fuzzy edges[11][12].

TheHough Transform is ideal for line detection if little is known of the location of an image b
its shape can be represented by a mathematical formula. By considering the equation of

, all possible lines that could pass through a single point in a image, , ca

represented in the form of . If are considered fixed, thenm andc are now the

variables in what is called the parameter space. If lie on lineAB, then every point of lineAB

will have a common point of intersection in the parameter space, . With this relation
between the image space and the parameter space established, the Hough Transform
applied. By considering the maximum and minimum values of bothm andc, an array ofH(m,c)
can be created with all elements initialized to zero. For every available point in the image s
the gradient is computed. If the gradient exceeds a defined threshold, then elements allH(m,c)that
pertain to that line are incremented. The local maxima of the array now represent the poin
line in the image.[3]

III. PROJECT SUMMARY

The goal of this project is to compare the effectiveness of the Roberts, Sobel, Robinson, C
and Hough image detection algorithms on images taken from the IEEE Hardware Compe
test platform.[1] The test platform from the competition rules will be constructed. The
platform is as follows:

“The competition will take place on a 8' x 8' flat black playing surface. All other parts of
playing surface will also be flat black (Rust-Oleum Flat Black, #7776). The playing surface
be surrounded by 6" high walls which will be painted flat black. A rectangular grid will be pain
on the surface with parallel lines being 8" apart and each line being 1/2" wide using gloss w
(Rust-Oleum Gloss White, #7792). The first white line in both the horizontal and ver
directions will be centered at a distance of 8" from the wall. A 8" square will be painted ab
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each fixed mine. The square will be painted such that its lines are perpendicular to the grid
which they cross. The lines will be pained dark red and will not cover any existing white lines
starting square will be designated as one of the red mine squares located closest to the wall
one square will be chosen for the competition.

Each mine will occupy an intersection of two white lines. The mines will use an optical sens
detect the presence of the vehicle. A 1/2" diameter circle of Plexiglass will be centered abo
sensors. The Plexiglass will be mounted flush with the playing surface. The fixed mine
located as follows:

     4 mines each located at the intersection of the third line away from each wall.

4 mines each located at intersection of the center lines and the first line away from each w

[1]

Since this project in its entirety is not necessarily a solution to the IEEE competition, the
competition rules will not be of concern. Only the test platform will be taken from the rules
graphic representation of the test platform is shown in Figure 1.

The project itself can be divided into four major sections: image capturing and data
construction, algorithm implementation, data evaluation, and project demonstration.

Image Capturing and Database Construction

As the algorithms are being implemented, a database of images will be constructed. Th
images created will be synthetic. Using the test platform guidelines as specified in the
Hardware Competition, actual sized images will be created in a generic image design pro

Figure 1
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Synthetic images provide ideal color values for each pixel and are perfect for early training
The majority of the database images will be images taken from the actual test platform. Of
real images, 75% will be used as training data with the other 25% reserved for test data
images will be captured in BMP format by a CCD gray-scale camera and a video capture
fed to a computer and then saved and categorized. Also, the number and location of each
edge within an image will be recorded.

The real data images can be divided equally into two main groups: images taken under con
lighting conditions and images taken in ambient lighting conditions. 40 unique images
specified orientation will be taken under controlled lighting and then ambient lighting. For
controlled lighting conditions, the CCD camera will be surrounded by an enclosure with
sources. The light sources will provide an image with a nearly equal brightness level at all p
The ambient light will be fluorescent overhead lights. For the images taken under ambient
no special considerations will be made to alter the brightness level of the image.

The contents of the images will also be varied for a more comprehensive evaluation. 3 s
images will be taken with an individual “mine” covering 1/4 or more, 1/16, and 1/64 of
camera‘s viewing area, respectively. Each set of images will be further divided into a subset
on the angle of the mine with respect to the camera, . The subset will have 4 images ta

, , and , respectively. The final four images will be taken containi
no portion of a red square. This makes 40 different image orientations. With each image
under both ambient and controlled lighting, a total of 80 real images will be in the image data
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A layout of the database is in Table 1.

Table 1: Image Database Breakdown

Lighting
Conditions

Percentage
of Mine

Angle of
Square

Number of
Images
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Algorithm Implementation

The algorithms will be written in C++ and compiled under Solaris 2.51 using a gnu compile
the early development of the algorithms, synthetic data will be used for training because
ideal pixel values. As algorithm implementation progresses, actual images will be used in pla
the synthetic images. Approximately 75% of the images from the data base will be use
algorithm qualification.

Algorithm evaluation and project demonstration are detailed in the next two sections o
proposal.

IV. EVALUATION

The evaluation of the project will involve comparing the results of the different algorithms. S
25% of the database will be reserved for test data, a total of 20 images will be evaluated
success of each algorithm will be statistically based on its robustness in detecting red s
edges in the 20 images.

The number, length, and location of each square edge for every database image will be rec
When an algorithm processes an image, the output of the algorithm will be another i
containing only the edges found within the image. Each output image will be post-proce

ambient

>=1/4

4

4

4

1/16

4

4

4

1/64

4

4

4

no square n/a 4

Total Images 80

Table 1: Image Database Breakdown
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using a modified edge-following algorithm to produce a file containing a list of the endpoin
all the line segments contained in the image. Several such line-segment construction algo
will be tested to find the most appropriate one for the project. A program will be written
determine the number, length, and location of every edge in the output image. These resu
be compared to the actual values. A correctly identified algorithm edge will closely match
length and location of the actual edge. For every correctly identified edge, a +1 point will add
the algorithm’s point total. Incorrectly identified or undetected edges will result in a -1 poin
the algorithm. After all 20 test images are evaluated, the algorithm point total will be norma
by the maximum possible points, i.e., the total number of square edges in the test images
evaluation process will be repeated for each algorithm. The final ranking of the algorithms w
based on the normalized point total.

V. PROJECT DEMONSTRATION

The demonstration will use a graphic user interface (GUI) running from a Sun workstation
example the GUI layout is shown in Figure 2. While the functionality of the GUI will like
remain the same, the aesthetics of the layout are subject to change.

The demonstration will be user interactive. A test image can be selected, and any o
algorithms can be used to evaluate it by using the Select button on the GUI. The selected
and algorithm will appear in the Selected Image and Selected Algorithm sections, respective
execute the algorithm on the image, the Run button is used. The actual image and the alg
output image are displayed along with number of correct edges detected, incorrect edge de
and undetected edges. The point total, maximum points, and normalized total is also disp
The point total, maximum points, and normalized total can each be saved by dragging the
into one of the six Save spaces. The value will remain in the Save space until the Save pos

Options
Select
Run
Clear
All

Roberts
Sobel
Robinson
Canny
Hough

Collection of test
images

Selected
Algorithm

Selected
Image

Algorithm Output
Image

Acutal ImageCorrect Edges Detected
Incorrect Edges Detected
Undetected Edges

Image Name Algorithm Used

Total Points
Maximum Points
Normalized Total

Save Position 1
Save Position 2
Save Position 3

Save Position 4
Save Position 5
Save Position 6

Figure 2 GUI Layout
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The entire test image database can also be evaluated by one algorithm. After selecti
algorithm, the All button would then be pushed. The results of the evaluation would be disp
in the point section. The normalized value could then be saved, and another algorithm co
chosen to evaluate all of the test images. The two normalized values could then be compa

The image database evaluation may be replaced by an interactive image capturing demons
A robot with the necessary image capturing paraphernalia will be placed on the test plat
From the GUI, the robot will be maneuvered around the test platform. The image from the ca
will be displayed to the GUI. The user then may capture any desired image on the test platfo
evaluation. The captured image would be evaluated in the same method as the database
The interactive image capturing will not be done if difficulty arises in successfully implemen
it to the demo.
DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING May 20, 1998
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VI. SCHEDULE

A schedule for the major tasks in this project is shown in Figure 3. The initials of the
person(s) for each task are listed beside their respective tasks. However, all project membe
in some manner be involved with each task.

Figure 3  Task Schedule

19 26 02 09 16 2307 14 21 28 05 12 30

Sept.    Oct. Nov. Tasks

       1997

Persons

Research

Proposal

Implementation and
Testing of Algorithms

Development of
Image Database

Hardware Design and
Construction

Test Platform
Construction

GUI Development
and Demonstration

Presentation

Final Paper

All

All
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K.M.
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